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Introduction
The banking and financial business is getting complicated and skill intensive with the incessant
mounting customers' expectations with complexity and growing risk. Against the backdrop of
competitive scenario and thriving economy, banking and financial Services industry are bound to
be competent and innovative in all aspects. In this context, there is a need for practising
managers to update their knowledge and skills to enable them to improve the effectiveness of
their cost management initiatives.
Objectives
1. The Programme will offer a succinct overview of contemporary Banking and Finance
related issues.
2. The objective of the Programme is to provide the necessary expertise to participants who
can quickly adapt to their work environment.
3. This Programme will inculcate advanced skills for handling emerging challenges in
banking and Financial Sector.
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The Programme will cover the following broad topics:
Overview of Banking and Finance related Issues
Developments in Financial Markets and Banking Sector
Leadership in Banking
Risk Management and Basel II & III Accord
Credit Management and Financial Analysis
IFRS and its Impact on Bank's Financial Statements
Corporate Governance, Compliance and related issues in the Banking and Financial
Sectors
Contemporary issues in banking and Financial Sectors

Pedagogy
Delivery would be through a balanced mix of concepts, discussions, case analysis and live
corporate financial examples. The Programme is structured to enable a high level of interaction
whereby a key benefit will be derived regarding sharing and validating experiences. Sessions
will be taken by industry experts, banking and finance professionals and academicians.
Who Should Attend
This course is designed for working professions engaged in the field of corporate finance that
possess a basic knowledge of accounting and finance at public and sector enterprises, officers of
public sector banks, business owners, project managers, heads of divisions/functions and other
prospective participants including research analyst, researchers from academia and
academicians.

